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Specific heat, magnetic susceptibility, and resistivity
of an Up ssLap tsAlz alloy

M. S. Wire, G. R. Stewart, W. R. Johanson, Z. Fisk, and J. L, Smith
Los Alamos National I.aborarory, Mail Stop G730, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

(Received 7 March 1983)

The compound UA12 exhibits ferromagnetic spin fluctuations at low temperatures. When

15 at. '/o La is substituted for U in UA1~, we find the low-temperature magnetic susceptibility in-

creases by more than a factor of 2. We have also measured specific heat on this sample at low

temperatures. We find that the electronic density of states has increased by 60/o and the spin-

fluctuation contribution has increased by a factor of 2. We conclude from these measurements
that the Stoner enhancement factor has increased by -30'/o and the spin-fluctuation tempera-

ture has increased by —50'/o as compared with UA12. In addition, we have measured the electri-

cal resistivity of Up 85Lap &gA12. We find the residual resistivity to be approximately an order of
magnitude larger than that of UA12, We attribute this effect to the breaking of U —U bonds by

the La atoms.

INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest recently in
materials systems that are nearly magnetic. Among
these materials are those that are thought to be spin-
fluctuation systems, e.g. , UA12, ' TiBe2, ' Pd, ' Sc,
LuCo2, ' and CeSn3. ' Of these, only the first two ex-
hibit the T ln T term in the low-temperature specific
heat (LTSH) predicted by theory' for ferromagnetic
spin fluctuations. In the rest of these materials it is
still a matter of discussion whether a spin-fluctuation
description is appropriate.

UA12 is a compound with close (3.36 A) U-U dis-
tance, which is thought to form an fband. 8 Increas-
ing the U-U separation, either by dilution or by lat-
tice expansion, should tend to localize the f electrons
and thus narrow the f band causing an increase in
the electronic density of states at the Fermi level,
N(0). We were therefore interested in how increas-
ing the U-U distance in UA12 by alloying would affect
its properties. With some approximations we calcu-
late a spin-fluctuation temperature T,f from the
T ln T term in the LTSH and from magnetic-
susceptibility measurements.

In this investigation we have measured magnetic
susceptibility, specific heat, and resistivity at low tem-
peratures on an Upq5Lap ~5A12 alloy to study these ef-

fects. We have also measured magnetic susceptibility
and resistivity of samples of UA12, Up 93Lap p7Alp,

Up 9Yp ~A12, and Up 93Scp p7A12 for comparison.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples for this investigation were prepared by
arc melting the pure elements together on a water-
cooled copper hearth in a zirconium-gettered argon
atmosphere. The Up85Lap ~5A12 sample was then an-
nealed at 1450'C in argon for 9 h. A Debye-Scherrer
x-ray analysis of this sample showed it to be single-
phase C-15 structure with lattice parameter
ao ——7.8211 A vs ao=7.766 A for pure UAlq. The
Up93Lapp7A12 sample was annealed for 8 d at 1100'C
in argon.

The resistivity measurements were made on a
spark-cut bar of each of these samples with leads at-
tached using silver epoxy. The measurements were
taken by a four-lead ac technique at 220 Hz. Tem-
perature, accurate to +0.1 K, was measured with Ge
and Pt resistance thermometers.

The magnetic-susceptibility measurements were
made in a vibrating sample magnetometer described
elsewhere. The temperature was measured with a
carbon glass resistance thermometer located near the
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sample on the sample rod.
The LTSH was measured by the time-constant

method in an apparatus described elsewhere. '
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where pp=7r AN(0)/3, A, -,h and A.,& are the
electron-phonon and spin-fluctuation interaction
parameters, respectively, P = 12vr'ka/50D where OD
is the Debye temperature, 5 is the coefficient of the
spin-fluctuation term, 5 is the Stoner enhancement
factor, Bp is a numerical constant, and o. is the coef-
ficient of the next-order term of the lattice specific
heat. The solid line in Fig. 2 is a least-squares fit of
this functional form to the data for Up 85Lap ~5A12.

The coefficients from this fit are tabulated in Table I.
Also shown in Fig. 2 are some specific-heat data
points taken in a magnetic field of 10 T. The 5% de-
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The magnetic-susceptibility measurements (Fig. 1)
show that at low temperature the susceptibility of
Up 85Lao i5A12 is significantly larger than that of UA12.
The value of the susceptibility extrapolated to 0 K is
14.6 & 10 ' emu/g G for UA12 as opposed to 32.8
x 10 for Up 85Lap ~5A12. The sample showed no fer-

romagnetic remnant to the lowest temperatures
reached (1.4 K).

Figure 2 shows a plot of the specific-heat data for
Up 85Lap t5A12 and that of UA12 (Ref. 14) for compar-
ison. It can be seen that the low-temperature upturn
in C/Tis much larger in Up 85Lap ~5A12 than it is in

UA12 and this upturn starts at higher temperature. In
a system with spin fluctuations the specific heat
should be of the form'
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FIG. 2. Specific heat divided by temperature plotted vs
temperature squared for UA12 from Stewart et al. (Ref. 14)
and Up 85Lap ~5A12. The inset shows that low-temperature
data for Up 85Lap ~5A12 in 0 and 10 T magnetic field. The
solid line is a least-squares fit to the zero-field data for
Up 85Lap ~5A12. The dashed line is explained in the text.

crease in the LTSH at 2 K in 10 T is comparable to
the decrease for UA12 in this field, ' and consistent
with the predictions of Hertel, Appel, and Fay. "

The resistivity data for Up85Lap ~5A12 and arc melt-
ed UA12 are shown in Fig. 3. The Up85Lap ~5A!, sam-
ple resistivity has the same general shape as that of
UA12, but it has an unusually large residual resistivi-
ty, pp, for this La concentration. We believe this is
due to interference by the La atoms with the U —U
bonding and thus with f-band formation. The data
in Table II, which compares pp and X of various sam-

ples, indicate that this increase in pp is not correlated
with the increase in magnetism. The results for
Up9Yp, A12 are in qualitative agreement with the work
of Buschow and van Daal. ' We also note that at
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TABLE I. The results of a least-squares fit of the zero-
field specific-heat data for Up 85Lap ~5A12 to the form C
=yp(1+A& ph+X, f') T+BT +ST lnT+nT, in mJ/molK.
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FIG. 1. Inverse susceptibility vs temperature for UA12
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120

p vsT TABLE II. The residual resistivity pp and magnetic sus-

ceptibility X at 1.4 K are shown for some UA12-based

alloys.
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Up 93Lap 07A12

Up 9Yp 1A12

Up 93Scp p7A12

UA12

pp (p, Q cm)

65

79

68

7.6
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14.4
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FIG. 3. Resistivity of UA12 and Up 8~Lap15A12 vs tem-

perature. Both samples were polycrystalline material.

high temperatures the resistivity is nearly saturated
and thus has very little temperature dependence.

DISCUSSION

where X is a measured magnetic susceptibility at 0 K
and p, ~ is the Bohr magneton. For a normal metal
the LTSH is C = ye(1 + k, ~q) T +p T; therefore, in a
plot of C/T vs T2 this is a straight line with slope p
and intercept 7e(1+ A.,~h). To find ye and thus
N(0), we estimate OD from the known value of 8D
for LaA12(374 K),"using the relation

1 1/2
QaA12

085 015 2
O~

U0.85Lap 15A12

LaA12
OH

We obtain eD
' = 312 K, or p =0.192

mJ/molK'. A dashed line with the slope p found
above and tangent to the specific-heat data is shown
in Fig. 2. This gives an intercept of ye(1+3.,~h)

It is of interest to investigate how the increases in

magnetic susceptibility and LTSH correspond to
changes in T,f and the Stoner enhancement factor S.
To find a value for T,f and Swe follow the argument
of Stewart et al. ' We need to find S using the relation

XmS=
p, g~N (0)

1
1 ——

S

where 8 is the coefficient of the T ln T term in

Eq. (1). Using the value of 8 from Table I, we get
T,f =39 K which is 48% higher than the value for
UA12 calculated in the same way.

We note that an increase in both the magnetic sus-
ceptibility and spin-fluctuation temperature seems to
be inconsistent with theoretical predictions, "but
even using a different, previously used method' for
calculating T,f gives an increase in T,f.

We are engaged in a continuing effort to study the
very interesting effects caused by ternary additions to
the nearly magnetic UA12 system. We hope that our
future investigations will lead to a better understand-
ing of the magnetic properties and their relation to
the chemical bonding involved in these alloys.
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=154. If we use an estimate of 0.3 for X, ,h, this
gives N(0) =16.8 states/eV atom. Using our mea-
sured value of X =32.8 & 10~ emu/g 6 we obtain
S =5.4. This is considerably larger than the value for
UA12 of S =4.1. Now we can calculate a value for
T f from the relation'

1/2 ~

3~ ypS
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